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ABSTRACT 

Machine understanding is an essential and desirable 
cognitive ability for advanced software agents. In this 
article, we elaborate on: (1) yet another advanced fea-
ture, i.e., multi-understanding that is more than one 
understanding of an entity and (2) switchable under-
standing that is selecting one or more of the alterna-
tive understandings resulting in a multi-understand-
ing. The rationale for the need and characteristics of 
multi-understanding as well as switchable under-
standing are clarified. This article is a background ar-
ticle; hence only the bases are covered. 

  
1.  INTRODUCTION 

As it is the case of almost all technical terms which 
are also used in everyday language, understanding has 
several and differing meanings. To use the limited 
space in this proceedings article, we refer the discus-
sions on philosophical background of understanding 
and the differences of human and machine under-
standing to a previous publication (Ören, 2000).  

In section 2, we offer a brief review of the essence of 
machine understanding. Section 3 is an in-depth dis-
cussion of rationale for switchable understanding. 
Section 4 covers how multi-understanding can be 
achieved.  Section 5 is a brief conclusion and some of 
our future work. 
 

2.  UNDERSTANDING 
 
2.1  Scope of Machine Understanding 
 
We are interested in "systems to be engineered to 
have understanding abilities. The term understanding 
is used as a shortened form of computerized under-
standing (or computer understanding). ... From a 
computerized knowledge processing point of view, 
the following definition of understanding is proposed: 
Understanding an entity (a thing, a concept, an event, 
a system, or the like) is a mapping between the per-
ceived and analyzed knowledge about the entity and a 
meta-model (i.e., a more general knowledge) of the 
entity. The term understanding refers both to the 
process as well as to the product. The questions “how 
to understand?” and “what to do with the understood 
knowledge?” should be considered separately. An 
important aspect which relates them is that the second 
question has to be taken into consideration while de-
termining the aspects of an entity to be understood 
and the level of details (i.e., granularity) of under-
standing" (Ören, 2000). In another article, an ontol-
ogy-based dictionary of about 60 types of machine 
understanding was given (Ören, Ghasem-Aghaee, and 
Yilmaz, 2007). Senior author's experience with un-
derstanding systems started with program under-
standing (Ören et al., 1990). 
 
2.2  Elements of Machine Understanding 

Necessary conditions for a knowledge processing sys-
tem to understand an entity are the following:  A sys-
tem "A" can understand an entity B iff three condi-
tions are met: (1) A can access to a meta-model C of 



 
 

Bs. (2) A can form D, a perception of B with respect 
to C. (3) A can compare and evaluate D and C (Figure 
1). 
 

 
 

Figure 1. Elements of an Understanding System 

Some clarifications of the three requirements for un-
derstanding systems follow: 

(1) Need for background knowledge: To be able to 
understand an entity, a system needs some knowledge 
about it. Normally, this knowledge is about a class of 
related entities. In other words, a system which (or 
even a human who) does not know (completely igno-
rant) about a class of entities cannot understand any 
member entity. The system's "knowledge about a 
class of entities" is called system's "meta-knowledge" 
about these entities. Meta knowledge can be exter-
nally or internally (i.e., by the system itself) upgrade-
able. The latter case is the case of learning systems 
(only one aspect of learning, though). A knowledge 
processing system which has a meta-knowledge about 
a class of entities is said to be knowledgeable about 
these entities. 

(2) Need to perceive: A system which cannot perceive 
an entity cannot understand it even when it is know-
ledgeable about these entities. Perceived knowledge –
not the reality– is used in decision making or mod-
ulating the emotions, in humans or agents to represent 
them; hence perception is important. Meta-knowledge 
can also be used as a basis for perception. 

(3) Need for comparing and interpreting the percep-
tion with respect to the meta-model: Perceived know-
ledge needs to be compared with the meta-model in 
order to confirm some existing or lacking characteris-
tics. One single meta-model may not be sufficient to 
understand all aspects of an entity with all possible 
levels of details. Hence, based on the comparison, ei-
ther an entity can be asserted to belong to a class of 
entities, or another meta-model can be used for the 
comparison. Sometimes, a fresh perception may also 
be needed. Without comparing the perception with a 
meta-model, the system cannot have a proper under-
standing. 
 
3.  SWITCHABLE UNDERSTANDING  

The term "switchable understanding" has two conno-
tations. It can denote an ability of a knowledge 
processing system as well as a type of knowledge 
processing leading to an understanding. As ability, 
switchable understanding is the characteristics of a 
multi-understanding system which can explore more 
than one understanding of an entity to select one or 
more understanding(s). As a process of a multiple 
understanding system, switchable understanding is (1) 
exploring different possibilities to generate different 
understandings (i.e., multiple understanding) of an 
entity and (2) selecting one or several of them. Table 
2 outlines cases where switchable understanding can 
be useful. 
   
Table 2. Cases where Switchable Understanding can 

be Useful 
 
1. to avoid single-vision understanding, to avoid:  
 1.1 dogmatic understanding 
 1.2 biased understanding due to biases in: 

    meta-model, perception, interpretation 
 1.3 misunderstanding due to: 
  wrong or inadequate meta-model, 
  misperception, misinterpretation 
 1.4 wrong anticipation 
2. to avoid errors in three phases of understanding  
3. to assure emotional intelligence 
4. to assure context awareness 
5. to initiate multisimulation studies  
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A system "A" 
can understand an entity B 
iff three conditions are met: 

(1) A has access to C, a meta-model of Bs. 
(2) A can form D, a perception of B with   
      respect to C 
(3) A can compare and evaluate D and C. 



 
 

Ability to assess and select (switch among) under-
standings can be based on some normative criteria, 
i.e., pragmatic assessment and ethical assessment.  
Pragmatic assessment of an understanding is its eval-
uation with respect to practical results such as imple-
mentability, useability, usefulness, applicability, clar-
ity, sensitivity, or cost effectiveness. Ethical assess-
ment of an understanding is its evaluation with 
respect to a set of moral code. The relevance of some 
cases of switchable understanding for software agents 
are highlighted in the sequel. Integrated model 
(Mayrhauser and Vans, 1995) in program comprehen-
sion is a sample of switchable understanding. In this 
approach the programmer builds understanding by 
switching between top down, bottom up and know-
ledge based approaches. 
 
3.1 To Avoid Single-vision Understanding  

Multi-vision understanding, or multi-understanding, 
in short has advantages over single-vision under-
standing. Multi-understanding may be useful to avoid 
dogmatic understanding, biased understanding, mi-
sunderstanding, and wrong anticipation. Multi-vision 
understanding can be realized by multiple meta-mod-
els, multiple perceptions, and/or multiple interpreta-
tions. 
 
3.1.1 Multi-vision understanding  
         to avoid dogmatic understanding  

Dogmatism is: (1) positiveness in assertion of opinion 
especially when unwarranted or arrogant. (2) a view-
point or system of ideas based on insufficiently ex-
amined premises. (Merriam-Webster). Dogmatic un-
derstanding is one of the most common type of sin-
gle-vision understanding. 
 
3.1.2 Multi-vision understanding  
         to avoid biased understanding 
 
Biased understanding may be based on the prejudice 
or preconception embedded in the meta-model or the 
perception. Biased understanding may lead to con-
text-sensitive understanding. However, context-insen-
sitive understanding is desirable. 
 
3.1.3 Multi-vision understanding  
         to avoid misunderstanding  

Appropriateness is suitability for a particular person, 
condition, occasion, or place. Hence a misunders-
tanding may lead to inappropriate understanding and 
may be based on use of irrelevant meta-model, mis-
perception, and/or misinterpretation. 
 

3.1.4 Multi-vision understanding  
         to avoid wrong anticipation 
 
Anticipation is an important characteristic of decision 
making systems. With anticipation, one can have 
proactive decisions, while without anticipation system 
becomes merely a reactive system (Ören and Yilmaz, 
2004; Ören and Longo, 2008). In behaviorally antic-
ipatory systems, future states can be anticipated based 
on the current image of future. Hence, by having sev-
eral current images of future, one can anticipate dif-
ferent future states. 
 
3.2 To Avoid Errors in understanding  

Three major categories of errors in understanding are 
based on the errors and relevancy of meta-models, 
perceptions, and comparisons/interpretations. Assur-
ance of relevancy is important, since a meta-model 
can contain correct yet irrelevant knowledge.  

Erroneous perception as a source of understanding is 
of special interest. Perception of a human can be of 
interest for software agents which would simulate 
human behavior. Human perception can be objective 
or subjective (modulated by (1) the cognitive ability 
of the person, such as high cognitive complexity ver-
sus low cognitive complexity person (Ghasem-Aghae, 
Kaedi, and Ören, 2005); (2) personality type, (3) emo-
tional state of the person (4) cultural background of 
the person, (5) educational level of the person, and (6) 
knowledge basis of a person). Hence, an agent simu-
lating the behavior of a person may represent these 
aspects of human understanding. Perception can be 
wrong, i.e., perception can be a misperception. For 
example, for humans, when the threshold of tolerance 
is lowered, due to stress, fatigue, or anger, the risk of 
misperception over perception increases. For a soft-
ware agent, perception depends on its ability (aspect 
and precision) to analyze. For agents, perception can 
be wrong when the agent cannot perform the (percep-
tion, comparison, evaluation) analyses appropriately. 
 
3.3 To Assure Emotional Intelligence 

Of the several definitions of emotional intelligence 
(EI) –related with human abilities– is: "Emotional in-
telligence is the innate potential to feel, use, com-
municate, recognize, remember, describe, identify, 
learn from, manage, understand and explain emo-
tions" (Hein, 2007). From the point of view of soft-
ware agents, basic characteristics of emotional intelli-
gence are: (1) it is a cognitive knowledge processing 
ability; (2) it requires ability to understand emotions 
of self, as well as others; (3) it requires ability to use 



 
 

the understood emotions (of self and/or others) for 
further knowledge processing and actions.  

The basic premise of understanding the emotions of 
others requires the ability of perceiving, interpreting 
(hence understanding) and taking into account some-
body else's point of view; and necessitates multi-un-
derstanding and the ability to switch from one's un-
derstanding to somebody else's understanding which 
is a special case of switching understanding.  
 
3.4 To Assure Context Awareness 

Endsley (1995) defines situation awareness as the 
perception of elements in a particular environment 
within time and space, the comprehension of their 
meaning and the projection of their status in the near 
future. Situation awareness provides a set of mechan-
isms that enable attention to cues in the environment, 
expectancies regarding future states. In realistic set-
tings, establishing an ongoing awareness and under-
standing of important situation components pose the 
major task of decision-making. Therefore, situation 
awareness forms the primary basis for simulating the 
decision making process of agents (Figure 2). A well-
defined mental model for agents that autonomously 
make decisions should provide subsystems that in-
clude: 

1. knowledge about the concepts, attributes, associa-
tions, and constraints that pertain to the applica-
tion domain, 

2. a mechanism that facilitates integration of domain 
elements to form an understanding of the situa-
tion, and 

3. a mechanism to project to a future state of the en-
vironment given the current state, selected action, 
and the knowledge about the dynamics of the en-
vironment. 
 

 
Figure 2: Elements of Situation Awareness 

 
Situation awareness is an important cognitive skill 
that is essential for agent performance in any applica-
tion domain involving complexity, dynamism, un-
certainty, and risk.  The failure to perceive a situation 
correctly may lead to faulty understanding.  Ultimate-
ly, this misunderstanding may degrade an agent’s 
ability to predict future states and engage in effective 
decision making. It is therefore an essential part of the 
agent’s decision-making model.  

Understanding or comprehension of the situation is 
based on synthesizing the perceived disjoint elements 
to form a coherent representation of the entity, the 
elements of which are observed. For instance, the tac-
tical commander of a military unit needs to compre-
hend that the appearance of enemy aligned in a spe-
cific pattern and in a particular location depicts spe-
cific objectives.  
 
3.5  To Initiate Multisimulation Studies   

Multisimulation or multisim, in short, is a simulation 
paradigm to experiment with several aspects of reality 
simultaneously by using a model or several models 
within different or same scenarios. "Multisim may be 
the simulation paradigm to experiment with 
Schrödinger’s cat –which can be alive and dead at the 
same time (Marshall and Zohar, 1997). In non-
quantum theoretic realm, it is argued that ability to 
experiment with several –even contradictory aspects 
of reality may bring new vistas in conflict manage-
ment" (Ören, 2001). Since its original conception, 
several other publications elaborated on multisimula-
tion (Yilmaz et al., 2007; Ören and Longo, 2008).  
 
4.  MULTI-UNDERSTANDING 

Similar to switchable understanding, the term mul-
tiple understanding (or multi-understanding) denotes 
both a special type of knowledge processing ability 
and the associated process. As an ability, multi-under-
standing is the characteristics of a knowledge proc-
essing system which can have more than on under-
standing of an entity. As a process, multi-un-
derstanding is a sequential or parallel activity to gen-
erate more than one understanding of an entity. 
Minsky stated the following definition of multi-un-
derstanding "If you 'understand' something in only 
one way, then you scarcely understand it at all –
because when you get stuck, you'11 have nowhere to 
go. But if you represent something in several ways, 
then when you get frustrated enough, you can switch 
among different points of view, until you find one 
that works for you!" (Minsky, 2006) 

Multi-understanding ability necessitates one or more 
of the following:  

• Existence of and access to multiple meta-models 
• Multi-perception ability  
• Multiple interpretation ability 

Biases of the understanding system may exist in all 
three types of abilities and corresponding processes. 
Errors in all three major elements of understanding 
may lead to additional types of understanding which 
may lead to erroneous understandings and misun-
derstanding.
 

Recognition 
of domain 
elements 

Understanding 
current situa-

tion 

Anticipation 
of future sta-

tus 
percepts decision



 
 

4.1  Multiple Meta-model 

A system necessitates some knowledge about the ent-
ities that it needs to understand. The knowledge about 
the entities to be understood is called a meta-model of 
the entities. Several meta-models may exist based on: 
(1) aspect of interest to understand, (2) granularity of 
understanding, (3) types of changes in the meta-
model, and (4) explicit or implicit biases of the un-
derstanding system. The corresponding types of un-
derstandings are outlined in the sequel. 

 
Recent researches in program comprehension con-
clude that program comprehension should be based 
on additional information sources (i.e. documents, 
flow charts, test cases …), as well as the programs, 
and they call it program comprehension with multiple 
information sources (Zhao et al., 2008). Vinz and 
Etzkorn (2008) combine code understanding with 
comment and identifier understanding. 
 
4.1.1  Meta-model based on  
          aspect of interest to understand 

Based on aspects of understanding, several types of 
meta-models –and accordingly– several types of ma-
chine understanding can exist. The aspects of interest 
are domain, nature, scope, granularity, and modality 
of understanding. 

Table 3 outlines different types of understanding 
based on different types of meta-models an under-
standing system may have. 
 

Table 3. Types of Understandings Based on 
Meta-models for Different Aspects of understanding 

 
Domain of understanding  
 internal understanding  
 external understanding 
Nature of understanding  
 lexical understanding 
 syntactic understanding 
 morphological understanding 
 semantic understanding 
 pragmatic understanding 
Scope of understanding  
 focused understanding 
 broad understanding 
 single-aspect understanding 
 multi-aspect understanding 
Granularity of understanding  
 course understanding 
 in-depth (detailed) understanding 
Modality of understanding  
 unimodal understanding 
 multimodal understanding 

4.1.2  Types of changes of the meta-models 

Depending on the goal of the understanding, changes 
in the meta-model can be desirable or undesirable. 
Types of such changes and corresponding types of 
understand are outlined in Table 4. 

 
A core requirement for switchable understanding is 
the use of adaptive meta-models.  Adaptive meta-
models can be viewed as semi-autonomous units that 
seek to improve their congruence with the perceived 
state of the world. Schemas (meta-models) exist in 
multitudes and compete for survival.  Survivors can 
undergo at least three types of change to support un-
derstanding:  
 
(1) perceptions about the state of the world are 

adapted to existing schema for understanding;  
 

Table 4. Types of Understandings Based on the Types 
of Changes in the Meta-model 

 
Desirable changes in the meta-model 
 evolving meta-model 
  evolving understanding 
 learning meta-model 
  learning understanding 
 adaptive meta-model  
  adaptive understanding 
 analogical meta-model 
  associative understanding 
Undesirable changes in the meta-model 
 meta-model integrity (corruption)  
  corrupt understanding 
 context-sensitive meta-model 

(double standards in selecting meta-model) 
  context-sensitive understanding 
  context-insensitive understanding 

 
 (2) they are changed to enable the model (and its be-

haviors) to become more congruent; and  
(3) they survive or are discarded in accordance with 

an evolutionary model of learning, and problem 
solving.   

 
Adaptive models can change through purposeful mu-
tation (elaboration / refinement) and/or combination 
with schema of related models.  However, failing to 
account for the current state of the world, schemas 
may be replaced with completely new representations 
to signify a logical necessity arising due to clash be-
tween current schema and environmental perception. 
Schema alteration or replacement is expected to make 
the understanding process more robust (it performs 
when faced with an increasing variation of observa-
tions), more reliable (it performs with more accu-



 
 

racy), or grow in requisite variety (it adapts to an ex-
panding variety of observed environmental states). 
 
4.1.3  Biases of the understanding system based      
          on the biases of the meta-model  

Biases of the understanding system in the meta-
model(s) include the following: 

• meta-model with cultural bias 
• meta-model with personality bias 
• meta-model with any type of bias 

       -biased understanding  
       -unbiased understanding  
 
4.2  Multi-perception Ability 

An understanding system needs the ability to perceive 
the entity that it intends to understand; for this it 
needs to analyze characteristics of relevant to the goal 
of understanding. Hence, the system needs to be able 
to analyze and perceive. Sources of multiple percep-
tions include: 

1.  focus on several (some irrelevant) aspect (domain, 
nature, scope, granularity, modality) 

2.  use of several (some irrelevant) meta-model 
3.  lack of appropriate ability to analyze 
4.  lack of appropriate ability to discriminate 
 
4.2.1  Types of perception based on  
          types of sensing (sensors) 

Perception is widely accepted to be an essential cha-
racteristic of software agents. For example, Wool-
dridge and Jennings (1995) state: "An agent is speci-
fied in terms of two components: perception and ac-
tion." Even though software agents are widely used, 
possibilities are still open for advancements in sensa-
tion and perception. Senses for agents do not need to 
be limited to human senses. Often, agent perception 
means an awareness of things through the physical 
senses, especially sight. However, many other possi-
bilities exist for advanced agents. Table 5 summarizes 
some types of sensing/perception for software agents. 
The table can easily be enlarged by considering many 
other types of sensors in several types of applications 
(sensors & actuators).   

 
Sensors are related with transducers. A transducer 
converts an input energy into another type of energy 
or provides information about the input energy. With 
this second functionality, transducers are sensors that 
can also be used as measurement instruments. How-
ever, sensors can also be used as input devices for 
software agents.  
 

 
 

Table 5. Types of Sensation 
 

Type of 
Stimulus Types of Sensation 

light 

• vision (visual perception):  
  visible light vision, ultraviolet vision,  
  infrared vision; multi-zoom vision 
• microspectrophotometry 

sound 
• hearing (auditory sensing):  
  audible / infrasonic / ultrasonic sound   
  (medical ultrasonography, fathometry) 

chemical 

• (gas sensing / detection):  
  smell (smoke / CO2 / humidity sensor) 
• (solid or fluid sensing):  
  taste, microanalysis 

heat • heat sensing 

magnetism 
• magnetism sensing:  
  geomagnetism / thermo-magnetism   
  sensing, electrical field sensing 

touch • sensing surface characteristics 
motion • acceleration sensing 

pressure • piezometer (electrical, hydraulic)  
• nanopiezotronics 

vibration • vibration sensing: seismic sensor 
 
4.2.2  Biases and sources of errors in perception 
(explicit or implicit) 

Some types of measurement errors related with sen-
sors are as follows (Wiki-sensor): 
1. The sensor is insensitive to the measured property 
2. The sensor is sensitive to any other property 
3. The sensor influences the measured property 
Some other types of errors are offset error or bias ("if 
the output signal is not zero when the measured prop-
erty is zero"), hysteresis, approximation error (digiti-
zation error), and systematic error (or random error).    

Active perceptions of exogenous inputs include per-
ception (interpreted sensory data, detected events, and 
perceived goals), and evaluated inputs. Sensation and 
perception can be differentiated as follows: Percep-
tion is interpreted sensory data and detected events 
and necessitates –in addition to passive sensation– 
selection (filtering), recognition, regulation, and in-
terpreting.  

Some additional sources of errors for perception are 
decoding, selection (filtering), recognition, regulation, 
and interpretation  errors (Ören and Yilmaz , 2009).  
 
4.3  Multiple Interpretation Ability 

Multiple interpretation ability may have the following 
types of biases: 

• Interpretation with cultural bias 
• Interpretation with personality bias 
• Interpretation with emotional status bias 

 
 



 
 

5. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 
 
Multi-understanding and switchable understanding 
are promising characteristics of advanced software 
agents. In this article, we laid down the bases to 
achieve multi-understanding and switchable under-
standing. Our plans for future research include im-
plementation of understanding agents as well as 
switchable agents in several application areas includ-
ing emotion understanding. 
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Table 1.  Types of Machine Understanding 
       (Systematic definitions of most of these terms are given in (Ören, Ghasem-Aghaee, and Yilmaz 2007) 

 
adaptive understanding  
analogical understanding 
apprehension  
     (syn: direct understanding) 
appropriate understanding 
associative understanding 
autonomous understanding 
biased understanding 
blackboard understanding 
bottom up understanding 
brittle understanding 
broad understanding 
broadcasted understanding 
coarse understanding 
comprehension  
     (syn: mediated understanding) 
context-aware understanding 
context-insensitive understanding 
context-sensitive understanding 
context-unaware understanding 
cooperative understanding 
corrupt understanding 
cumulative understanding 
delegated understanding 
detailed understanding  
     (syn: in-depth understanding) 
direct understanding  
     (syn: apprehension) 
distributed understanding 
dogmatic understanding 
double-standard understanding  
    (syn:  context-sensitive understanding) 

erroneous understanding  
evolving understanding  
external understanding 
focused understanding 
generalized understanding 
group understanding 
human understanding 
inappropriate understanding 
incorrupt understanding 
in-depth understanding  
     (syn: detailed understanding) 
indirect understanding  
     (syn: comprehension) 
individual understanding 
instantiated understanding 
internal understanding 
inunderstanding 
invalid understanding 
learning understanding 
legacy understanding 
lexical understanding 
logical understanding 
machine understanding 
mediated understanding  
     (syn: comprehension) 
misunderstanding 
multiaspect understanding 
multimodal understanding 
multivision understanding  
     (syn: switchable understanding) 
objective understanding 
original understanding 

parallel understanding  
partial repetitive understanding 
pragmatic understanding 
preconceived understanding 
re-initialized understanding  
     (syn: tabula rasa understanding) 
reliable understanding 
remote understanding 
repetitive understanding      
robust understanding 
semantic understanding 
sequential understanding 
single vision understanding 
subjective understanding  
     (syn: biased understanding) 
switchable understanding  
     (syn: multivision understanding) 
syntactic understanding 
tabula rasa understanding  
     (syn: re-initialized understanding) 
top-down understanding 
unbiased understanding  
     (syn: objective understanding) 
understanding for subscribers 
understanding per command      
unimodal understanding 
unreliable understanding 
unverified understanding 
parallel understanding 
valid understanding 
verified understanding 

 




